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Introduction 
Following the introduction of tags by Luiz Eduardo Cruz, and as defined but not specified by him, we will continue the work by allowing a user to maintain a friend list.  
This function makes it easier for users to connect and keep in touch between each other. Its value is shown by the success of sites like Myspace and Facebook. A possible outcome is that the users will be more committed to the community, feeling more connected to it and his schoolmates and teachers. 
This project have been implemented during a course in University of Sao Paulo - USP led by Leonidas de Oliveira Brandão. 
Use cases 
With our tool a user need to accomplish the following use cases: 
	Add a user to his friends list 
	Approve or deny friendship when someone requests it 
	Remove a user from the friend list 
	See the list of friends 
	Send a message 
	See the list of messages 
	Delete a message 
Database 
To store the friendship information and messages sent from user to user a single database table is be used. A status flag is be the difference between the three types of records: friendship request, friendship link, and message. Following the guidelines presented in Development:Database, the database, indexes and keys have been created using the XMLDB editor. It have been designed as: 
prefix_friend 
	id - auto increment id 
	userid1 - user who requested friendship / user who sent a message 
	userid2 - user whose friendship was requested / user who received a message 
	status - enum: 
	    0 = friendship requested but not yet approved 
	    1 = friendship approved 
	    2 = message 
	message - message sent when requesting friendship / message text 
	created - date/time created 
Implementation 
Unfortunately this couldn't be done as a module or plugin, so we had to interfere with a few core files. This have been reduced, though, to only two PHP files, one database table and one language file, apart from the files in a new directory called friends. Here's the description of each file: 
	user folder 
	tab.php - adds a tab with a link to the friend and message list (friends/view.php) 
	view.php - adds a buttom with a link to adding the user as friend (friends/add.php) 
	lang folder 
	friends.php - string table 
	db folder 
	install.xml and upgrade.php - database table information 
	friends folder 
	add.php - confirm (asking for message) and add a user 
	add_form.php - add.php form 
	confirm.php - update a friendship request to friendship link, or delete a friendship request 
	delete.php - asks for confirmation and delete a friendship link, or a message 
	lib.php - database functions 
	locallib.php - interface functions 
	message_form.php - form used by view.php, to send a message 
	view.php - main friend page, if you are looking at your own profile it shows: friend list (with option to delete and send message) and message list (with option to delete). if you are looking someone else profile it shows: send message box and button, friend list, message list (with option to delete messages sent by you). 
Profile viewing by regular users 
Moodle default installation prevent regular users from viewing other users profiles. It is recommended that this option be changed if you have the intention to use the friends feature. To do this, follow these steps: 
	Go to Administration page 
	On the menu open Users > Permissions > Define Roles 
	Click Authenticated Users (All logged on users) 
	Click the button Edit 
	Scroll to, or search for "View user profiles" or "moodle/user:viewdetails" 
	Change the option to the second column "Allow" 
	Click the button Save Changes 
Future developments 
A number of additional features could be implemented, among them are:  
	Create a sitewide configuration to enable/disable friends 
	Create a user level configuration to show/hide friend list and show/hide messages 
	Warn a user with an email when he receives a message or friend request 
	Warn a user in his main profile or login page when he receives a message or friend request 
	Create a box plugin for friends 
	Prevent mass messaging / friend requesting 
	Create a user level configuration that prevent receiving messages from non-friends 
	Be able to remove several messages at once 
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